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YET FAR MORE OFTEN 
THAN THESE TEXT BASED 
PIECES, ONE WOULD PLAY 
PURE MELODIES ON THE 

MOUTH ORGAN (II)



Yet far more often than these text based pieces, one would play pure melodies on the mouth organ (version II), 
series of 10 objects, napkins, 2013 // Photos: Rob Bohle

 

 Based on descriptions of audio guides from ethnographic museums, different objects 

are created. The originals remain unseen; the reconstruction relies only on the information heard. 













I DON’T CARE IF THIS HAS 
BEEN STANDING HERE FOR 
CENTURIES, IT’S RUINING 

MY ZEN GARDEN 



Nespresso, styrofoam and paper maché, 120 x 150 x 80 cm, 2014

 Departing from the question, how the mental image of the word ‘sculpture’ may look, a 

selection of pieces from amateur books on learning to sculpt are copied. A dance by a group 

of Germans, whose hobby is to reenact traditions of Native Americans, and a grill covered in 

paper maché accompany the sculptures. These two elements allow to associate the shapes, 

not only with sculptural, but also with primitive and design language.



Series of sculptures (F.R.T.L.): Waterdrop, Yin-Yang, Nespresso, Footnote, Object for backdrop, Elegance (Sarah-Jane), 
styrofoam and paper maché, 2014 // Photo: Rob Bohle



Object for backdrop, styrofoam and paper maché, 90 x 150 x 60 cm, 2014



Installation view and video still from Footnote (grill covered with paper maché, 
half of a two piece mold, video projection), 2014



Elegance (Sarah-Jane), styrofoam and paper maché, 150 x 165 x 115 cm, 2014



SOPOR



 In Sopor two characters in costumes mimic public art pieces of Amsterdam, which 

come to life and wander around their monumental originals (Fête galante by Hans van den Ban 

& Vlindermolen by Herman Makkink) and other public sculptures. The video is accompanied

by a voice narrating dreams about art pieces. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2AoSG5Ivow

Video still from Sopor, 8.20 min, 2014





MINITAU



Tony Smith, Tau, 1962

Mini Tau, publication, 7 x 4,8 x 3 cm (dimensions of the paper object), ongoing project // Photo: Pietro Pellini 

 Mini Tau is a copy of the sculpture Tau by Tony Smith, of which the recipient can build his own copy 

following instructions. A fragile paper object of small dimensions replaces the monumentality of the original 

industrially processed sculptur. The work is distributed as printed material, for example in free magazines. 

Since nobody can find out how many of the copies have actually been folded, the extent of the edition remains  

unknown.



Example of a publication of Mini Tau in the free magazine El Fanzine, Mexico



ETUI



Etui, bronze sculpture, fake leather, fabric, 150 x 19 cm (sculpture), 150 x 220 cm (textile), 2014

 Etui is composed by a copy of the sculpture Bird in Space by Constantin Brancusi

acquired from an online decoration shop and a textile. The textile works as a carpet, a  

composition or a plinth, but it also can be used to transport the reproduction. When the  

sculpture lies horizontally, all the shapes that formed the composition become functional  

elements. 





SOMETIMES, WHEN I AM ALONE, 
I USE COMIC SANS



 

        Sometimes, when I am alone, I use Comic Sans is an installation with an ‚all-over’

character. Teenagers were invited to copy by hand descriptions of Venezuelan artefacts 

from an ethnographic museum’s collection, which were then printed on wallpaper.  

Reconstructions of different objects from my former room in Venezuela, a series of  

drawings based on Land Art pieces and several intervened objects evoking the  

adolescence period are placed in the space. While walking through the installation, the  

viewer is accompanied by pop songs hits from 1984 until 2014. The music is part of a video  

projection, in which I dance to these songs wearing a costume inspired on Brancusi’s  

Bird in Space.

Lava lamp, styrofoam, plastic, acryl paint, 55 x 17 cm, 2015 // Photo: Janusch Tschech



Sometimes, when I am alone, I use Comic Sans, installation view, 2015 // Photo: Otto Polman



Twinphone, styrofoam, acrylic paint, bracelet looms, 23 x 9 x 9 cm, 2015



Mirror, aluminium foil, styrofoam, paint, 138 x 76 x 9 cm, 2015
Amulets, blouse, paper maché, chair, 80 x 37 x 40 cm, 2015 // Photo: Otto Polman



Ornament (?) made of feathers, string, descriptions of Venezuelan artefacts written by teenagers, 2015 // Photo: Janusch Tschech



Sometimes, when I am alone, I use Comic Sans, installation view, 2015 // Photo: Otto Polman



Scooter cover, polyester and acrylic paint, ca. 110 x 170 x 70 cm, 2015 // Photo: Otto Polman



Video still from Footnote (Billboard Hits 1984 - 2014), 111 min, 2015

    

1984 “When Doves Cry” Prince
1985 “Careless Whisper” Wham! featuring George Michael
1986 “That’s What Friends Are For” Dionne & Friends
1987 “Walk Like an Egyptian” The Bangles
1988 “Faith” George Michael
1989 “Look Away” Chicago
1990 “Hold On” Wilson Phillips
1991 “(Everything I Do) I Do It for You” Bryan Adams
1992 “End of the Road” Boyz II Men
1993 “I Will Always Love You” Whitney Houston
1994 “The Sign” Ace of Base
1995 “Gangsta’s Paradise” Coolio featuring L.V.
1996 “Macarena” (Bayside Boys Mix) Los del Río
1997 “Candle in the Wind 1997” Elton John
1998 “Too Close” Next
1999 “Believe” Cher
2000 “Breathe” Faith Hill
2001 “Hanging by a Moment” Lifehouse
2002 “How You Remind Me” Nickelback
2003 “In da Club” 50 Cent
2004 “Yeah!” Usher featuring Lil Jonand Ludacris
2005 “We Belong Together” Mariah Carey
2006 “Bad Day” Daniel Powter
2007 “Irreplaceable” Beyoncé
2008 “Low” Flo Rida featuring T-Pain
2009 “Boom Boom Pow” The Black Eyed Peas
2010 “Tik Tok” Kesha
2011 “Rolling in the Deep” Adele
2012 “Somebody That I Used to Know” Gotye featuring Kimbra
2013 “Thrift Shop” Macklemore & Ryan Lewis featuring Wanz
2014 “Happy” Pharrell WilliamsBI
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UNTITLED



Untitled, video installation (watermelon, plinth, video projection), 2012 // Photos: Gert Jan van Rooij

 Untitled consists of a watermelon and a video projection, which explores the 

possible content of the exhibited fruit. The video shows a process, in which different fruit 

shells are placed into each other until achieving the watermelon’s volume. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nTzaLspx1ZU

 





INSERTIONS II



 Insertions II (exchanged proverbs), action (documented in photography, 100 photos each 15 x 20 cm), 2010

 Insertions II  is part of an exchange between German and Mexican proverbs. For the 

work in Germany, the translated Mexican proverbs were written on car windscreens covered 

by snow. The proverbs stayed on the cars until someone cleaned them up or the snow melted 

away. 

  

“One shouldn’t look for sleeves in the vest”



“When God doesn’t want to, the saints can’t do either”“Who is a parrot, is everywhere green”



“Bread with bread isn’t tasty”“The deaf doesn’t hear, but he composes”



Photo: Pietro Pellini 



 Most people will fondly remember the scene from the movie Lost in Translation in which the lead actor 

is working on a Japanese Whiskey commercial. The translator boils down the lengthy Japanese instructions 

to a simple: “He want you to turn, looking at camera. Ok?” Dumbfounded Bob asks: “That’s all he said?” Lost 

in translation indeed. Not only do we loose nuance, meaning, connotation when translating words, customs 

or jokes, there is also, if you care and know what to look for, things that we gain in translation. Ana Navas sees 

and uses what is gained in processes of translation, assimilation and appropriation of cultures and histories. 

She finds the potential for a new work in these processes.

 Take for example her series of semi-large sculptures (too large to be decorative, too small for public 

space) that mimic shapes taken from hobby or amateur sculpture books. In these books, aspiring sculptors 

are taken through the basic shapes of the history of sculpture: primitive forms, ready-made meanings, it is all 

there. Navas imitates these shapes without copying the artisanal production methods outlined in the books. 

Rather, she uses papier-mâché or Styrofoam to build what she understands as prototypes of forms. What 

is generally known in classical sculpture as the mother-child posture, can become, in her hands and eyes 

and through her appropriation of the shape, culture and meaning, a Nespresso machine. And indeed, when 

looking at the sculpture again with this reference in mind, it looks more like the trendy coffee machine than a 

mother with child.

 On the other end of the spectrum are her really small, fragile objects made from paper napkins. The 

objects are based on audio guides from ethnographic museums. Navas listened, but never saw the objects 

discussed. Based on these descriptions, she created objects that are, because they are the result of a  

subjective translation, impossible to place, to recognize, to pin down. Needless to say, there is clearly something 

lost in this translation process, but there is also, so much new, gained.

 The work of Navas is not so much driven by a fascination for a given material or process, but rather by 

this topic of assimilation and translation. A video work showed in the exhibition takes assimilation as its starting 

point. Navas is fascinated by art in public space, works we don’t always consciously see but that become 

part of our references, visual memory and direct or indirect experience of art. Accompanied by a voice that 

narrates Navas’ dreams of art pieces, we see two people dressed as artworks - Fête galante, the pinecone 

shaped sculptures by Hans van den Ban and De Vlindermolen, the bunny-like work by Herman Makkink -  

going through town, meeting their originals and visiting other sculptures in and around the city.

 While previous generations of artists, and Navas in earlier works as well, might have found their social 

engagement in political or relational art, the bridge between art and society for her lies in the already existing: 

the design of objects that surround us, the domestication of far away forms, our perception of harmony. This 

connection she studies through her diverse, often humorous and always slightly puzzling objects.

Maaike Lauwaert on Ana Navas for Offspring 2014, exhibition catalogue, De Ateliers Amsterdam 

©Ana Navas, 2015
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Education
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  Wood(s), Gallery Zwinger, Berlin, DE
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